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Modification of Oxide Surfaces with Functional Organic Molecules, Nanoparticles, and Hetero-Oxide Layers
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LUND UNIVERSITY

DOCTORAL DISSERTATION
“We are shaped by our thoughts; we become what we think. When the mind is pure, joy follows like a shadow that never leaves.”

Buddha

“If we knew what it was we were doing, it would not be called ‘research’, would it?

Albert Einstein
Abstract

The research work described in this thesis is concerned with the modification of oxide surfaces, as reflected by its title. The surfaces and their modification have been studied using a range of experimental surface characterization tools, in particular x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), fluorescence microscopy, scanning electron microscopy, atomic force microscopy, and scanning tunneling microscopy.

A large part of the thesis is related to the modification of oxide or metal surfaces with nanoparticles. In particular, three different immobilization schemes for the coupling of molecularly imprinted polymer (MIP) nanoparticles to silicon oxide (SiO₂) and gold surfaces were designed and characterized at every step. The first method reports the immobilization of MIPs using a photo-coupling agent in combination with an aminosilane compound. The second method explores an epoxysilane-based coupling agent to directly anchor the nucleophilic core-shell MIP nanoparticle to the surface. Both methods were proven to be non-destructive towards the specific binding sites of the MIP nanoparticles. The third scheme offers the immobilization of nucleophilic core-shell nanoparticles on model gold surfaces using self-assembled monolayers of 11-mercaptoundecanoic acid activated by carbodiimide/N-hydroxysuccinimide. All three coupling methods are quite versatile and can be used in biosensors to couple functional nano-objects with transducer surfaces. In addition to these investigation directly aimed at the immobilization of nanoparticles, more fundamentally oriented studies were carried out on the modification of the rutile TiO₂(110) surface with silane molecules to obtain a detailed understanding of adsorption mechanism and geometry of these silanes.

The deposition of a different type of nanoparticles, block copolymer reverse micelles loaded gold nanoparticles, on a titanium dioxide surface was tested using electrospray deposition. The study demonstrates that electrospray deposition is a viable method for depositing metal single-size metal nanoparticles onto a surface in vacuum, thereby retaining the clean vacuum conditions. Furthermore, it was shown that the removal of the block copolymer shell after deposition can be achieved both by atomic oxygen and an oxygen plasma, with the atomic oxygen being somewhat more efficient. Overall, it was demonstrated that a TiO₂ surface decorated with narrow sized gold nanoparticles could be created, a result of importance in the catalysis domain.

The last part of the thesis is concerned with the true in-situ investigation of growth of hetero-oxide layers on oxide surfaces from metal precursors. Tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) was used as precursor for the chemical vapor deposition of silicon oxide on rutile TiO₂(110). The growth was monitored in real time using ambient pressure XPS (APXPS), which revealed the dissociative adsorption with the formation of new species in the presence of a TEOS gas phase reservoir. Annealing results in the formation of SiO₂ and of a mixed titanium/silicon oxide. Furthermore, tetrakis(dimethylamino)titanium was employed in the atomic layer deposition (ALD) of TiO₂ on RuO₂. The APXPS results showed evidence was for side reactions beyond the idealized scheme of ALD.
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Popular Science Summary

It is hard to imagine present day’s lifestyle without the use of modern technologies as prevalent in sectors including bioscience & technology and the semiconductor & chemical industries. In technological advances of biosensors, catalysis, and microelectronics, the surface modification of materials (which includes modification of the wetting, structural, electrical, mechanical properties etc.) is required. Generally, the surface of a material is defined as the boundary layer between the solid and a gas, vacuum, or liquid phase and it has physical and chemical properties significantly different from the bulk of the material. At the same time many of the surface properties are decisive for how the material behaves in an application. This makes the surfaces of a material particularly interesting for detailed investigations, including the question of how one can deliberately modify their properties. This thesis mainly explores the modification of oxide surfaces with organic molecules and nanoparticles in view of their manifold applications in biosensors, catalysis, and microelectronics.

Often, in case of biosensors, organic molecules are used to couple functional nano-objects with the surface of transducers—a device, which converts one form of energy (in this case an electrical signal) into a measurable form. Here, different immobilization methods were designed and characterized to anchor molecularly imprinted polymers (MIPs) with model supports, e.g., silicon oxide and gold surfaces. MIPs are artificial template made receptors based on the “key-lock” mechanism, where MIPs act as a lock with the template being their key. In this thesis, the template (key) of choice was propranolol, which is a drug for reducing hypertension, migraine headaches, and high blood pressure. The methods used to firmly anchor the MIPs were proven to be non-destructive towards the template’s binding sites. The coupling methods used in this thesis are fairly versatile to anchor functional nano-objects and can be considered as an initial step towards the formation of working nanosensors. Further, the detailed investigations of these anchoring organic molecules resulted in understanding how they sit on oxide surfaces with respect to their functional groups.

Catalysis uses external substances to make chemical reactions easier and is a very important process in the chemical industry. The conversion of carbon monoxide (CO—a highly poisonous gas for humankind) to a non-poisonous gas, carbon dioxide (CO₂), is one of the crucial issues in the automobile industry. The integration of well-distributed small gold nanoparticles with oxide surfaces results in catalysts materials with a high catalytic activity for the conversion of CO into CO₂ at or even below room temperature. However, gold nanoparticles have the major drawback of forming big clusters by combination of nearby nanoparticles at high temperatures, thus killing the catalytic properties. This
problem can be solved by surface modification or by using molecular spacers to prevent particle combination. A method has been designed for surface deposited gold nanoparticles with narrow size distribution and presented in this thesis.

Flexible devices are new amazing tools in the semiconductor technology for electronics and telecommunication industry, which requires the ultimate miniaturization of devices. This miniaturization demands new methods to control the fabrication processes at very small scales on the order of the microlevel. Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and atomic layer deposition (ALD) are promising microfabrication methods to grow high quality thin films with uniform thickness and surfaces. In recent years, thin films have proven their potential in the fabrication of commercially available flexible displays. Both methods involve a chemical reaction of a volatile precursor (parent unit) of the desired material to be deposited on the surface of a substrate and to react there to form the desired thin film. In ALD, a second reaction step is required with a second volatile parent unit. As part of this thesis, the mechanism of both thin film deposition methods has been investigated for the growth of silicon oxide on titanium dioxide and titanium dioxide on ruthenium dioxide in real-time. The oxide layers grown during the course of this thesis have potential to serve as insulating layers, dielectrics, in microelectronic devices. The investigations of thin film deposition presented in this thesis may help to understand the surface chemistry of these processes to produce the desirable quality of thin films for industrial uses.
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1. Introduction and Motivation

Hybrid organic/inorganic materials are becoming more and more popular due to their wide range of applications in biomedical devices, molecular electronics [1,2], dye sensitized solar cells (DSSC) [3,4], nanosensors [5,6], and catalysis [7,8]. In the case of biosensors, the interaction between the recognition elements (mostly organic materials) and transducer surface (typically an oxide surface) is one of the most important aspects of sensing since it is responsible for the output of the sensing signal. In addition, recent advancements in microelectronics (e.g. metal-oxide semiconductor field-effect transistors) have been realized due to advancements in chemistry at the oxide interface; however, the details of this chemistry are still uncertain and therefore a better fundamental understanding of oxide-oxide interactions is necessary [9]. In order to accelerate the technological advancement of these fields, a clearer understanding of hybrid material interfaces is necessary. The surface science approach is the most suitable paradigm to employ in order to realize an improved fundamental understanding of chemical/physical aspects of hybrid interfaces. This thesis presents mainly two aspects of hybrid interfaces: one that involves immobilization of functional organic molecules and gold nanoparticles on oxide and metal supports, whereas the second aspect presents real-time investigations of oxide thin films on oxides supports. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and microscopic techniques (fluorescence microscopy, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), atomic force microscopy (AFM), and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) were used to investigate these hybrid interfaces.

1.1 Immobilization of nano-objects

Biomedical devices mainly consist of biorecognition elements and sensor surfaces. One of the interesting strategies in building biomedical devices is to first fabricate the recognition elements and then combine them with the sensor surface. To synthesize recognition elements, nanotechnology provides the freedom to modify the specific properties of a material to make it more reactive, stable, handy, and lighter. To combine these functional nanomaterials with the model support (such as required in the integration of biomimetic materials on the surface of sensor substrate), there is a call for reliable and well-controlled routes to the assembly of nanomaterials at desired locations. The functional materials can be attached to specific locations either directly (in situ) or using linker molecules (such as polymers [10]). The in situ attachment method cannot make full use of the optimized parameters at the time of fabrication of such nano-objects, and it also blocks the sensitive sites for recognition of templates due to loss of some part of surface area. Thus there is a
need to couple ready-made functional nano-objects to specific locations on another material. The linkage of nano-objects using a polymer involves a thick layer of polymer which, in the case of nano-object sensing, may sacrifice recognition sites. The physical distance between the functional nano-objects and their binding sites is also of utmost importance as many applications require efficient energy transfer, e.g. in the form of electrons. As model nano-objects, molecularly imprinted polymer (MIP) nanoparticles have been used in papers 1, 2, and 3. MIPs are biomimetic, synthetically made receptors that are more stable and producible at low cost as compared to natural receptors, and can be used in various applications such as in artificial enzymes, chemical sensors [11,12], and drug delivery systems[13]. MIPs are obtained by polymerization of functional monomer and cross-linker in the presence of desired template molecules (see Figure 1.1), and the removal of template leaves behind cavities, which are complementary in shape and size of the template [14]. In papers 1 and 2 the potential of short silane coupling agents to covalently couple MIP nanoparticles to glass surfaces and verification of their nondestructive nature towards the functionality of MIP nanoparticles was explored.

![Figure 1.1. Scheme of the process of synthesizing a MIP.](image)

In paper 1, aminosilane-terminated oxide surfaces were further modified with simple photoactivated conjugation chemistry to immobilize MIP nanoparticles on a model transducer surface. The silane coupling agent in combination with the photocoupling agent can be used to create a controlled short-linkage assembly between a support and the MIP particles in a way that preserves the functionality of the MIP particles. The advantage of this approach is that it removes the need for an intermediate layer, and the contact between the MIP particles and the support is immediate, a crucial advantage from a molecular sensing point of view. In paper 2 epoxide silane chemistry was employed to immobilize the amine-coated MIP nanoparticles covalently on a flat glass surface. The method achieves a homogeneous distribution of amine-coated MIP nanoparticles, which does not sacrifice the functionality or molecular selectivity. In paper 3, carbodiimide-based coupling chemistry was studied at every step to anchor amine-coated MIP nanoparticles to
a model gold transducer surface. Figure 1.2 depicts these different coupling agents for immobilization of MIP nanoparticles.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 1.2.** Scheme for immobilization of MIP nanoparticles using different coupling agents.

**Papers 4** and **5** present a detailed investigation of adsorption of silane molecules on rutile TiO$_2$(110), which is an important initial step for applications involving these molecules as coupling agents. A detailed investigation may suggest reasons for formation of agglomeration and non-uniform coverage of functional molecules (as presented in Paper 1 and 2). Such findings of adsorption geometries on oxide surfaces can be used potentially to control the specific properties of surfaces and to anchor the functional nano-objects and metal nanoparticles at a molecular level.

The combination of metal nanoparticles with oxide surfaces is also a topic of great interest in both the chemical and energy industries, e.g., in heterogeneous catalysis [15,16]. The interface of small gold nanoparticles with an oxide support, in particular TiO$_2$, has high catalytic activity for CO oxidation at or even below room temperature [17]. One of the central issues of such a catalytic system is that the increase in temperature leads to sintering of the small gold nanoparticles, which leads to a diminishing of the catalytic activity. Thus there is an immediate demand to overcome the sintering of gold nanoparticles either by surface modification or by keeping the nanoparticles apart by spacers. Figure 1.3 shows a schematic for the steps to circumvent the agglomeration of nanoparticles via physical barriers. In **paper 6**, gold-loaded reverse micelles nanoparticles have been deposited on rutile TiO$_2$ (110) using electrospray deposition. An efficient way to remove the polymer shell was investigated using atomic oxygen and oxygen plasma. The deposition of TiO$_2$ via a molecular precursor, titanium (IV) isopropoxide, on gold-loaded reverse micelles nanoparticles could result in porous oxide TiO$_2$ surface with well separated gold nanoparticles and be a catalysis system for CO oxidation.
1.2 Oxide-oxide interfaces

Oxide interfaces have a range of properties which makes them promising for novel electronics applications. The growth of thin oxide films on different surfaces is of utmost importance and has been widely explored in literature with various depositions methods [18,19,20,21]. Among these, chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is one of the promising methods which involve chemical processes to offer high quality of thin films with uniform coverages [22]. Alkoxysilanes are potential candidates as gaseous precursors for the CVD fabrication of silicon oxide [23] as dielectric layers [24] in the semiconductor industry and in photocatalysis [25]. An important aspect of this thesis is the detailed investigation of how silicon oxide grows on oxide surfaces at ambient conditions. In paper 7, a real-time study of CVD of silicon oxide on rutile TiO$_2$(110) using tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) by ambient pressure x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (APXPS) was performed.

Atomic layer deposition (ALD) is another thin film deposition method, very similar to CVD except that ALD breaks the reaction into two half-reactions [26]. Even though CVD offers high quality of thin films with uniform coverages, ALD provides precise control of layer thickness due to its, in the ideal case, self-limiting deposition mechanism with large area uniformity even on three-dimensional surfaces. Another advantage of ALD is that the deposition temperatures are significantly lower compared to those in CVD. Here a combination of TiO$_2$ and RuO$_2$ has been studied, a hetero-oxide layer combination which is of particular interest for its possible applications in dynamic random access memory [27, 28]. In paper 8, the ALD of TiO$_2$ on RuO$_2$(110) using tetrakis(dimethylamido)titanium and water was investigated with APXPS. These kinds of investigations enable the identification of surface species while a chemical reaction is ongoing. Overall, this kind of study offers an enhanced understanding of the chemical processes underlying both CVD and ALD, techniques of prominence in the semiconductor industry.
2. Experimental Techniques

This chapter describes the tools that have been used for the characterization of samples in the present thesis. These include XPS, APXPS and other material characterization techniques.

2.1 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

2.1.1 Principle and Theory

XPS is a method where x-ray light photoexcites electrons bound in atoms, molecules, or solids with a binding energy that is less than the energy of the impinging x-rays. The kinetic energy of the photoemitted electrons is then measured by an electron spectrometer. In other words, the photoelectric effect, first observed by Heinrich Hertz and later interpreted by Albert Einstein (he was awarded the Nobel Prize in 1921 for his interpretation), forms the basis of the method. XPS is also known as electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis (ESCA), developed to a high degree by Kai Siegbahn’s research group, for which he was honored with the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1981 [30].

Figure 2.1 illustrates schematically the process of photoemission for a semiconductor sample. In the photoemission process, a beam of x-rays is incident on a sample resulting in photoelectrons from core levels and valence band levels depending on the x-ray photon energy. The kinetic energy (KE) of the outgoing photoelectrons can be measured using an electron energy analyzer. The binding energy (BE) can be evaluated by applying the photoelectric equation \( BE = h\nu - KE - \Phi \), where \( h\nu \) is the energy of the x-rays and \( \Phi \) is the work function of the sample (minimum energy required to promote an electron from the Fermi level to the vacuum level specific for the investigated surface). The binding energies of the core electrons are characteristic for each element and, moreover, depend on the chemical state of the atom. The core electrons do not participate in the chemical bonding, but different chemical states of the same atom arises due to a change in the valence electron distribution (which takes part in the bonding) causing a shift in the core level binding energies, known as a chemical shift [31]. In photoelectron spectroscopy, the chemical shifts can result from a change in the chemical environment either in the initial or final state of the system. Some of the initial state effects include the shifts due to different oxidation states and chemical bonding of atoms from which the photoemission originates. The chemical shift resulting from different oxidation states is a typical initial state effect,
whereas in general surface core level shifts have contributions both from the initial and final state [32].

The final state contributions are shake-up/shake-off satellites (intrinsic satellites) and core hole screening. In addition, extrinsic scattering (plasmons) can further modify the observed lineshapes. The binding energy of a bound electron is represented by the difference between the total final state energy (after the photoemission process) of the system consisting of N-1 electrons, \(E_{f}^{N-1}\), and the total initial state energy of the system \(E_{i}^{N}\) (before the photoemission process). To arrive at this conclusion, one starts with an application of the principle of energy conservation,

\[
E_{i}^{N} + h\nu = E_{f}^{N-1} + KE + \phi.
\]  

(2.1)

One can rewrite the above equation as

\[
h\nu - KE - \phi = E_{f}^{N-1} - E_{i}^{N}.
\]  

(2.2)

The binding energy is determined with respect to Fermi level, so that

\[
BE = h\nu - KE - \phi = E_{f}^{N-1} - E_{i}^{N}.
\]  

(2.3)

An electron energy analyzer is used to measure the kinetic energy KE of the emitted electron. The Fermi levels of the sample and the analyzer are aligned during the measurement because they are in electrical contact, which makes it an ideal point of reference for the case of metallic and low-bandgap semiconductor samples. In reality, the measured kinetic energy is the kinetic energy with respect to the vacuum level of the analyzer (KE’), as shown in Figure 2.1. Therefore the work function in equation 2.3 represents \(\phi_{\text{analyzer}}\). KE’ is different from the kinetic energy KE relative to the sample vacuum level by \(\phi_{\text{analyzer}} - \phi_{\text{sample}}\). Since the binding energy is defined relative to the Fermi level this has only practical relevance: to determine the precise value of the binding energy of the sample, not only the level of interest has to be determined, but also the position of the Fermi level. The difference between the two measured kinetic energies is the binding energy.
Figure 2.1. Schematic of the photoemission process, where a core electron is emitted in vacuum after interaction with a photon of sufficient energy to induce photoemission. The (here semiconducting) sample is in electrical contact with the analyzer, which results in alignment of the Fermi levels (shifted by an amount of $eV_{ar}$, where $V_{ar}$ is the acceleration/retardation potential [33]). The XP spectrum shows the number of detected electrons as a function of binding energy. The sharp peak for core levels arises due to the localized nature of the core electrons. On the other hand the delocalized nature of the valence electrons gives the broad peak.

A combination of Fermi’s Golden rule with the electric dipole approximation gives the transition probability per unit time between an initial state $\Psi_i$ and final state $\Psi_f$. The transition probability can be written as:

$$\omega_{i\rightarrow f} \propto \frac{2\pi}{\hbar} \left| \left\langle \Psi_f (N) | \vec{r} | \Psi_i (N) \right\rangle \right|^2 \delta \left( E_f^{N-1} - E_i^N - \hbar \nu \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.4)
In equation (2.4) $\vec{r}$ is the dipole operator. The $\delta$ function assures the energy conservation in the transition. $E_{f}^{N-1}$ and $E_{i}^{N}$ are the final and initial state energies of system, respectively, and $h\nu$ is the energy of radiation.

For the system containing $N$ electrons, the photoionization process leads to the addition of one free electron with kinetic energy (KE) to the final state of the system. To write the initial and final state wave functions for a system, one can use the “one-electron approximation”. The initial state wave function can be written as a product of the one electron wave function of the orbital from which the electron was emitted ($\Phi_{i,k}$) and the many-electron wave function of the remaining electrons $\Psi_{i}^{k}(N-1)$ before photoemission. The final state wave function can be written as the product of the wave function of the emitted electron ($\Phi_{f,k}$) and the many-electron wave function of the remaining electrons $\Psi_{f}^{k}(N-1)$ after photoemission. The transition matrix elements can then be written as

$$
\langle \Psi_{f}^{k}(N) | \vec{r} | \Psi_{i}^{k}(N-1) \rangle = \langle \Phi_{f,KE} | \vec{r} | \Phi_{i,k} \rangle \sum_s \langle \Psi_{f,s}^{k}(N-1) | \Psi_{i}^{k}(N-1) \rangle.
$$

In the frozen-orbital approximation, the spatial distribution and energies of the (N-1) electrons remaining after photoemission are the same as in the initial state, i.e. $|\Psi_{f}^{k}(N-1)\rangle = |\Psi_{i}^{k}(N-1)\rangle$, which gives an overlap integral of unity, and therefore the transition matrix element builds just upon the one-electron wave functions. Within the frozen orbital approximation the binding energy is equal to the negative of the Hartree–Fock orbital energy of the orbital from which the electron emission took place. This is known as Koopmans’ theorem.

According to the sudden approximation, the x-ray excited photoemission is instantaneous (in reality its time length is in the range of approximately ten attoseconds) with respect to relaxation processes, i.e. the valence electrons do not have time to respond to the change of the core hole potential. The sudden approximation allows multiple final states [34] with the same core hole. The wave function $\Psi_{f}^{k}(N-1)$ is not an eigenstate of the final state Hamiltonian, but it can be written as a sequence of eigenstates with corresponding eigenvalues, i.e. the final state with (N-1) electrons has $s$ excited states with the wave function $\Psi_{f,s}^{k}(N-1)$. Now, the transition matrix element must be estimated by summing over the overlap integral for all possible excited final states:

$$
\langle \Psi_{f}^{k}(N) | \vec{r} | \Psi_{i}^{k}(N) \rangle = \langle \Phi_{f,KE} | \vec{r} | \Phi_{i,k} \rangle \sum_s \langle \Psi_{f,s}^{k}(N-1) | \Psi_{i}^{k}(N-1) \rangle.
$$

According to equation (2.6) the photoemission spectrum includes the main line (corresponding to the most relaxed state) and features at the high binding energy side known as shake-up/shake-off satellites lines. The intensity of the main line and shake-up/shake-off satellites depends on the overlap integral between the initial and final states of the wave function. Further satellite features may occur, which may be cast in quite much the same picture. These are due charge transfer and/or polarization screening, phonons, and in the case of metallic samples an asymmetry towards the high binding energy side of the main peak due to non-quantized shake-up-like excitations at the Fermi
level. These satellite features can be categorized into intrinsic and extrinsic parts (on the basis of the *three step* model¹). The features that arise in the actual photoemission process are termed intrinsic losses (or intrinsic satellites) whereas the extrinsic part arises due to inelastic scattering during the transfer of a photoelectron to the surface [31].

![Figure 2.2](image)

**Figure 2.2.** The universal curve of surface science representing the electron inelastic mean free path variation as a function of kinetic energy with a minimum (shown with double arrow) at around 50-100 eV. This figure is redrawn from Ref. [35].

While the x-ray penetration depth for materials lies in the range of microns, the escape length of electrons is on the scale of Ångströms (Å) to nanometers (nm). Since in XPS electrons are measured, it is therefore a surface sensitive technique. The distance an electron can travel within a material before it loses its energy in an inelastic scattering process is termed the inelastic mean free path (IMFP). In fact, the attenuation length is the more relevant quantity as a measure of surface sensitivity because it also accounts for the elastic scattering contribution. The average distance travelled by the electrons will decrease due to elastic scattering, which increases the probability of inelastic losses [36]. Typically the attenuation length is ~10 % smaller than the IMFP [37]. The electron IMFP of a material has a strong dependence on its kinetic energy. The curve for the electron IMFP as a function of its kinetic energy is represented in Figure 2.2 and is known as the “universal curve of surface science”. The minimum of this curve (at ~50-100 eV)

¹The three step model divides the photoemission process into three steps: (i) excitation of the photoelectron, (ii) travel of the photoelectron to the surface, and (iii) escape of the photoelectron into the vacuum.
corresponds to maximum surface sensitivity (~5-10 Å). The IMFP is also a characteristic property of each material, since it is mainly determined by electron-electron collisions that depend on a material’s specific properties such as the dielectric constant. The electrons in many materials can approximately be assumed to act as a free electron gas, where the IMFP is given by mean of electron-electron distance which is approximately the same for all materials\textsuperscript{31} and therefore the IMFP curve is nevertheless quite universal.

2.1.2 Instrumentation for X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

Any setup for x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy consists of an x-ray source, an electron energy analyzer, and a high vacuum environment. The x-ray source is of course an indispensable component in photoemission spectroscopy. The sources can be divided into two categories, namely, lab sources and synchrotron radiation-based sources. The lab source includes an anode and cathode. The electrons generated by the hot cathode are accelerated towards the anode (a metal target) by applying a high voltage between the cathode and anode. These electrons interact with the material and lead to emission of inner-shell electrons, leaving behind a hole. This hole is filled by an outer level electron with a loss of energy emitted as an x-ray photon. The x-ray emission energies are characteristic for different materials. Frequently, magnesium and aluminum metals are used for lab sources which produce photons of energies 1253.6 and 1486.6 eV, respectively. Lab sources are relatively economical and portable, but they have low flux, their energy cannot be tuned, and they have low resolution compared to synchrotron radiation-based sources.

Synchrotron radiation is created when relativistic electrons are deflected from their straight trajectories. A typical synchrotron radiation source broadly consists of an electron source (electron gun), accelerators, vacuum systems, storage ring, and beam lines. The beam lines are set up tangentially to the storage ring. Beam lines mainly consist of the monochromator, adjustable slits and baffles and focusing and collimating mirrors. The experimental end stations are built at the end of beam lines. Both lab sources and synchrotron radiation-based sources have been used for spectroscopy measurements presented in this thesis.

The electron energy analyzer is the main part of the spectroscopic instrumentation for XPS and measures the kinetic energy distribution of photoelectrons emitted upon x-ray exposure. Hemispherical electron energy analyzers are used for XPS measurements in the present thesis (depicted in Figure 2.3). They consist of an electrostatic lens arrangement, two concentric hemispheres held at a constant potential difference, a microchannel plate (MCP) detector, phosphorous screen, and charge-coupled device (CCD) camera. The photoelectrons are emitted in all directions as a result of the interaction of the sample with photons of sufficient energy. Only a fraction of them are captured by the analyzer, which is
governed by the acceptance angle of analyzer. The photoelectrons of sufficient energy enter the electrostatic lens system, which focuses them onto the entrance slit of the hemispherical analyzer and either retards or accelerates the kinetic energy of electrons depending upon the chosen pass energy $E_{\text{pass}}$. The photoelectrons then pass through the entrance slit and enter the space between the concentric hemispheres, where the inner sphere has a positive potential (+V) and the outer sphere a negative (-V) potential relative to the electron kinetic energy to be measured. The electron trajectories bend differently according to the electrons’ kinetic energy due to electric field between the hemispheres. Electrons with energy of $E_{\text{pass}} \pm \Delta E$ are allowed to pass through the hemispheres and reach the MCP detector. Electrons with a kinetic energy higher or lower than this will collide with the outer or inner hemisphere, respectively, and be lost. The MCP detector multiplies the signal by production of a cascade of secondary electrons. These secondary electrons are accelerated towards a phosphorous screen and recorded by a CCD camera. The pass energy is kept constant during the measurement while the acceleration or retardation voltage in the electrostatic lens system is swept, which leads to the measurement of electrons with different kinetic energies. The resolution of the analyzer is given by the width of the detection channels of the detector in combination with the bandwidth of analyzer. The value of the analyzer resolution can be minimized by reducing $E_{\text{pass}}$, which leads to improved resolution but also a lower signal intensity.

![Figure 2.3. Schematic of a hemispherical electron energy analyzer.](image-url)
Thus one needs to carefully choose a balance between the resolution and signal strength. The bandwidth of the analyzer depends on $E_{\text{pass}}$ and of the size of the entrance slit. Assuming the entrance and exit slit to have the same size the bandwidth is given by the following formula [38]

$$\Delta E_A = \frac{E_{\text{pass}} S}{2R} + \frac{\alpha^2 E_{\text{pass}}}{4}, \quad (2.6)$$

where $S$ is the width of analyzer entrance slit, $R$ is the mean hemispherical radius of analyzer and $\alpha$ is half of acceptance angle of emitted electrons. In the present case the assumption of equal entrance and exit slit sizes is incorrect since multichannel detection in combination with an open exit slit is employed. Nonetheless equation (2.6) gives a rough idea of the analyzer bandwidth and thus resolution.

### 2.1.3 Analysis of Photoemission Spectra

The XP spectrum consists of a main photoemission peak and some additional features which one needs to consider for the analysis of the data. Sources of broadening in the main line (no loss line) largely include natural line width, instrumental limitation and vibrational broadening. The finite lifetime of the core hole causes the natural line width which has a Lorentzian distribution and is governed by Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle $\Delta E \times \Delta t \geq \hbar$. However, one typically cannot estimate the lifetime as normally the lorentz-broadened phonon peaks cannot be resolved in surface studies other than in rare cases [39]. The Lorentzian width is not significantly altered by the chemical environment of the atom as the lifetime of the excited state is approximately an energy level specific property [40]. The lifetime broadening contribution is mostly a few tenths of an eV for the low-Z atoms. The instrumental broadening (monochromator and analyzer resolution) is described by a Gaussian line profile. Vibrational broadening is often represented by a Gaussian distribution as well, since the vibrational components are usually not resolved. In the analysis the photoemission lines or components are often fitted with a convolution of a Gaussian and a Lorentzian distribution. Typically this is purely phenomenological and does not give a value for the lifetime of the excited state (as explained above).

The photoemission spectra of solid materials include a main line and additional features. The photoelectrons with no loss in energy gives rise to a main line whereas a large fraction of the photoemitted electrons lose energy by inelastic collisions (known as secondary electrons) when moving towards the surface, thus resulting in the background signal (inelastic tail). These secondary electrons are responsible for the background at the high binding energy side. Most often, the background signal consists of a featureless part and some broad features of specific energies. These additional features can be due to both intrinsic and extrinsic losses (see satellites discussion in section 2.1). The background
Subtraction is a crucial step, as the estimation of the real shape of the background is hard to estimate. In the present work, Shirley and polynomial backgrounds have been used. Auger lines and spin-orbit splitting also influence the appearance of the photoemission spectra. The Auger process starts with the creation of a core hole (with energy $E_{\text{core}}$). From there, the core hole is filled with an electron (of energy $E^1$) from a level at higher energy and the released energy is transferred to another electron (of energy $E^2$), which is finally ejected from the system as an Auger electron. The Auger electron kinetic energy is defined solely by the electron energy levels of the system and therefore is not dependent on the energy of the light that is used. **Spin-orbit splitting** arises due to the magnetic interaction between the spin $\vec{s}$ and the orbital angular momentum $\vec{l}$ of electrons in an unfilled subshell, which explains the fine structure of spectral lines. In photoemission spectroscopy, when a core hole is created in a subshell orbital with $\vec{l} > 0$, this leaves an unpaired electron in the final state. The magnetic interactions among the two spin states and the orbital angular momentum of the electron results in two energetically different states given by total angular momentum. Figure 2.4 presents an example of spin orbit splitting of a Ti 2p line measured on a rutile TiO$_2$(110) crystal. The final state in the photoemission for Ti 2p level gives either $j = 1/2$ or $3/2$, resulting in two peaks separated by 5.7 eV.

![Figure 2.4](image-url). Spin-orbit splitting for the Ti 2p level measured on a rutile TiO$_2$(110) crystal. The value of the spin orbit splitting is 5.7 eV.

Chemical shifts (defined earlier in section 2.1.1) give very relevant information such as oxidation state and change in chemical environment etc. about the sample under investigation. The N 1s spectra in Figure 2.5 represents the three different chemical states of the N atom in its initial state for a sample where fluorine doped tin oxide is (FTO) treated with (3-aminopropyl)-triethoxysilane (APTES) followed by attachment of perfluorophenylazide (PFPA). The peak at very low binding energy is related to the partial decomposition of the azide (N--N+--N--) into amines whereas the peak in the middle confirms the presence of two negatively charged nitrogen ions N$^-$, which are chemically...
The highest binding energy peak is attributed to a positively charged nitrogen ion. The binding energy of an ion increases with increase in the positive charge on it whereas an increase in negative charge leads to a decrease in binding energy and can be explained in terms of a screening effect\textsuperscript{31}.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{n1s_xps_spectra_fto_treated_with_aptes_followed_by_attachment_of_pfpa}
\caption{N 1s XPS spectra of FTO treated with APTES followed by attachment of PFPA.}
\end{figure}

### 2.2 Ambient Pressure X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (APXPS)

Ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) studies can be the starting point to study the fundamental properties of surfaces interacting with gases or vapors in controlled fashion. Although often very useful \textsuperscript{41}, UHV measurements have the disadvantage that they vary from real pressures, e.g. in catalysis, by many orders of magnitude. This is called the pressure gap \textsuperscript{42,43}. One needs to deal with this pressure gap and thus there is a need to develop surface characterization techniques which can work under elevated pressures. In order to perform XPS under ambient pressures, one must first consider the primary limiting factor, which is the short IMFP of photoelectrons in a gas. Combining the kinetic theory of gases with a consideration of a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution gives the formulation for calculation of the IMFP ($\lambda$):

$$\lambda = \frac{k_BT}{\sqrt{2\cdot P \cdot \sigma}} \quad (2.7)$$

In equation (2.7) $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant, $T$ is the temperature, $P$ is the pressure and $\sigma$ is the collision cross-section. The IMFP is inversely proportional to the pressure, so it decreases with an increase in pressure, thus causing a loss of electrons by inelastic
scattering. This demands a short traveling distance in a high gas pressure regime. One can achieve this constraint using several stages of pumping between a nozzle close to the sample and the analyzer which ensures that a pressure of $10^{-8}$ mbar at the detector is obtained and that the distance (between the sample and nozzle) is roughly equal to the IMFP [44], thus ensuring that electrons reach the analyzer.

The APXPS experiments of this thesis were performed at the TEMPO beamline at the synchrotron SOLEIL. The electrons enter the aperture of a diameter of 0.3 mm which separates the SPECS Phoibos 150-NAP hemispherical electron analyzer from high pressures in the main chamber by a differential pumping system. There are four distinct stages of differential pumping between the aperture and the detector (Figure 2.6).

The first pumping stage reduces the pressure by four orders of magnitude with respect to the main chamber pressure. The first pumping stage is equipped with an electrostatic lens, the prelens, which focuses the photoelectrons onto an aperture of diameter 2 mm. In addition, the prelens contains electrostatic deflectors to adjust the analyzer focus. The 2 mm aperture separates the prelens from the second pumping stage. The second and third pumping stages contain an electrostatic lens element in each stage which is separated by an iris aperture. The lens element in the second stage focuses the electrons onto the iris aperture. The smaller the size of this iris aperture the higher pressure difference is between the high pressure chamber and the pumping stages, although this sacrifices electron intensity. The second electrostatic lens in the third stage focuses the electrons transmitted through the iris onto the entrance slit. The fourth and last pumping stage includes the analyzer and detector which secure the pressure for the detector below a limit of $5 \times 10^{-8}$ mbar [45].

Figure 2.6. Schematic of hemispherical electron energy analyzer with representation of distinct pumping stages of APXPS, TEMPO beamline. Figure copied from Ref.[46] with permission of author.
2.3 Scanning Tunneling Microscopy

2.3.1 Principle and Theory

Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) provides direct real-space images of surface structures with atomic resolution (in the sub-Å range). The STM was invented by Gerd Binnig and Heinrich Rohrer [47], who received the Nobel Prize in 1986 “for their design of the scanning tunneling microscope”[48].

The principle of STM is based on the quantum mechanical phenomenon of tunneling through a potential barrier. Ideally, an atomically sharp metal tip (usually made of tungsten or a platinum-iridium alloy) is brought into close proximity – some Å – of the sample, which needs to be sufficiently conducting. The latter condition implies that only conductors and semiconductors can be studied, while insulators are out of reach for STM.

A bias voltage is applied between the tip and sample, which induces a net flow of electrons either from the tip to the sample or vice versa as determined by the polarity of the applied bias. A positive bias on the sample results in a flow of electrons from occupied states of the tip to unoccupied states of the sample, and the resulting STM image will show the unoccupied states. Figure 2.7 presents the schematic for the tip and the sample energy levels where a positive bias is applied. In the case of a negative sample bias the electron flow will be reversed and results in a STM map of the occupied states. The flow of electrons gives rise to a small, observable current, termed “tunneling current” (typically with a magnitude on the order of pA-nA [49]).

![Figure 2.7. Schematic of the tip and the sample when a positive $V_{bias}$ is applied to sample. Here, $\phi_F$, $\phi_S$ are work functions of tip and sample.](image)

The tunneling current ($I$) through a barrier can be approximately expressed by [50]
\[ I \propto \exp \left[ - \left( \frac{2d}{\hbar} \right) \sqrt{2m\Phi} \right], \quad (2.8) \]

where \( d \) is the distance between tip and sample, \( m \) the electron mass, and \( \Phi \) the tunnel barrier height (essentially the work function of the sample surface). As can be seen from equation (2.8), the tunneling current is highly sensitive to changes in the tip-sample distance and changes roughly by an order of magnitude as a result of an Å variation in \( d \), allowing atomically resolved STM images. The measurement of \( I \) gives the information of surface topography. Even if equation (2.8) gives the main idea for instrument, it is a very crude approximation. To obtain a quantitative description, the involvement of wave functions for the tip and sample is needed (with assumption of almost no interaction between tip and sample). A quantitative description of the tunneling current was developed by Tersoff and Hamann [51], who made use of Bardeen’s [52] transfer Hamiltonian. According to Tersoff and Hamann the tunneling current can be written in a fashion similar to Fermi’s Golden rule:

\[
I = \frac{2ne}{\hbar} \sum_{t,s} f(E_t) \left[ 1 - f(E_s + eV) \right] |M_{t,s}|^2 \delta(E_t - E_s), \quad (2.9)
\]

where \( f(E) \) is the Fermi function and the \( t \) and \( s \) subscripts stand for tip and surface, \( V \) is the applied voltage, \( M_{t,s} \) is the tunneling matrix element between the states of the tip (\( \Psi_t \)) and surface (\( \Psi_s \)), and \( E_t \) and \( E_s \) are the energies of the tip and surface states. The delta function (\( \delta \)) takes care of energy conservation by elastic tunneling.

To evaluate the tunneling current, it is crucial to calculate \( M_{t,s} \), which can be written as (using Bardeen’s approach)

\[
M_{ts} = -\frac{\hbar^2}{2m} \int \left( \nabla \Psi_t \Psi_s^* - \Psi_s \nabla \Psi_t^* \right) \cdot d\vec{S}, \quad (2.10)
\]

where the surface integral is over any surface situated entirely within the vacuum region separating the tip and sample surface. The calculation of matrix elements requires the knowledge of tip and surface wave functions. Generally, the exact atomic structure of the tip is unknown and assumptions have to be made. Tersoff and Hamann approximated the tip by a spherical potential with the center located at \( r_0 \) and, in addition, limited their theory to low temperature (room temperature or below) and voltages (~ 10 meV, for metallic surfaces) to calculate the tunneling current, which in turn depends on the local density-of-states (LDOS) of the sample surface at Fermi level written as following:

\[
I \propto \sum_s |\Psi_s(r_0)|^2 \delta(E_s - E_F) \equiv \rho(r_0, E_F). \quad (2.11)
\]

Here \( \rho(r_0, E_F) \) is the surface LDOS at the tip Fermi level \( (E_F) \). Equation (2.11) implies that the tip probes the LDOS of the sample surface instead of the topography of the surface.
2.3.2 Instrumentation for STM

A variable temperature scanning tunneling microscope STM XA (Omicron Nano-Technology) at the Université Pierre et Marie Curie in Paris was used for the measurements presented in this thesis. The instrument consists of a preparation chamber equipped with a sputter gun and a low-energy electron diffraction setup and an analysis chamber for STM measurements. The STM instrument mainly includes an atomically (ideally) sharp tip, piezoelectric scanners to control vertical and lateral movement of the tip, a vibration isolation unit, an electronic control system and conducting/semiconducting sample (cf. Figure 2.8).

Homemade atomically sharp tips obtained from chemically etched tungsten wires and cleaned by Ar⁺ sputtering and annealing were used for the STM measurements presented in this thesis. The tip is scanned over the sample surface using a piezoelectric (PZE) scanner. The PZE scanner made from PZE materials is the one of the crucial components which has tendency to expand and contract depending upon the applied electric field. The PZE scanner expands or contracts by ~ 1 Å/mV, allowing ultrahigh precision in positioning the tip relative to the surface [35]. The STM XA uses a tubular PZE scanner, offers high resonant frequencies due to its compact design, and has the advantage of reducing the sensitivity to external vibrations. The tubular PZE scanner mainly consists of a piezo tube, and electrode inside the tube (inner electrode) and an outer surface regarded as external electrodes divided into four quadrants [53]. The longitudinal movement (z-direction) is obtained by applying a voltage to the inner electrode with respect to the external ones, resulting in contraction and expansion of the tube length. The lateral movement in x- and y- direction is achieved by applying voltages of different polarity on opposite sides of the quadrants.

Vibration stability is one of the key parameters for the acquisition of images with atomic resolution, which requires damping of possible vibrations. The vibration damping is ensured by the whole STM stage (tip, sample and scanner) being suspended on springs.
Figure 2.8. Schematic diagram of the STM setup. The sample is scanned by the tip using x and y piezos. A bias voltage, applied between tip and sample leads to a tunneling current. The tunneling current is maintained constant (CCM) with respect to a setpoint current value by controlling movements of z piezo using a feedback loop. The local height of topography is reflected by the voltage on the z piezo [54].

The scanning tunneling microscope operates in two different imaging modes: the constant current and constant height modes. The images presented in this thesis are acquired in constant current mode; in this mode, the tunneling current is kept constant while the tip-sample distance is adjusted by a feedback loop. The change in voltage applied to the piezoelement responsible for the adjustment of the tip-sample distance is recorded, and a plot of the piezo-feedback voltages versus the lateral tip positions gives the topographic image (for large-scale image) of the sample surface. However, in reality atomic-scale images are a complicated convolution of the topographic and electronic structure of the surface (discussed in equation (2.11)).

2.4 Other Techniques

This thesis involves a few more standard characterization techniques which include fluorescence microscopy, water contact angle measurements, and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). I discuss them briefly below in view of their importance for the present work.

A Nikon Eclipse E400 epifluorescence microscope equipped with a CCD camera was used for fluorescence microscopy characterization (schematically shown in Figure 2.9). It is an
optical microscope, whose operation is based on the fluorescence and phosphorescence of materials. Light of a distinct wavelength is shone onto the sample. The light is absorbed by fluorophores, which re-emit at longer wavelength. Here, an amine-reactive derivative of a fluorescein dye named fluorescein isothiocyanate was used to label the samples to make them suitable for fluorescence microscopy. The dye has an excitation wavelength of 495 nm and emits at a wavelength of 525 nm [55].

The angle between a solid/liquid interface and the tangent of the liquid droplet is known as the contact angle. Contact angle measurements were performed to reveal the nature of the surface wettability and thus the hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity of the samples. Distilled water was used as a liquid for these measurements.

Figure 2.9. Schematic representation of the epifluorescence microscope.

In Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) a focused electron beam is used which is scanned over the surface of the sample to produce high quality images of the surface topography. The scanning electron microscopy offers high magnification with high resolution capabilities and a large depth of focus. This characteristic makes it a key tool for the analysis of a wide class of conducting, semi-conducting, and insulating materials. A strong beam of electrons, called the primary electron beam, is produced by thermionic emission. The primary beam of electrons interacts with the top atomic layers of the surface of the sample depending on the energy of the incoming electrons. This gives out a variety of signals that can be collected and processed to derive information about the morphology of the sample, atomic contrast in the sample, and the elemental composition of the top surface of the material. There are many different ways in which the primary beam may interact with the sample that emit either electrons or photons. Secondary electrons are
generated from only the top atomic layers of the sample and are used to analyze its topographic nature [56]. Primary electrons are backscattered in the interaction with the sample surface and produce images with a high degree of atomic number contrast. Finally, the primary beam of electrons can excite atoms of the sample that are stabilized by shell-to-shell transitions of electrons and cause either emission of X-rays or Auger electrons. Single microscopes mostly do not have the detectors for all of these signals. In the present case a secondary electron detector was used. Non-conducting samples need to be coated either with gold or platinum to avoid charging. In the present work the samples were coated with a thin film (< 20nm) of platinum.

**Atomic force microscopy (AFM)** is one of the versatile tools in the category of scanning probe microscopy techniques. It has high resolution, gives very high topographic contrast, and can evaluate direct height profiles of samples [57]. There is no need to coat the non-conducting samples for imaging, unlike in SEM. It can be used for imaging, force measurements, as well as manipulation of atoms at the nanoscale. In the atomic force microscopy a sharp probe (the tip) mounted on a cantilever is scanned over the sample. As soon as the tip is brought very close (~0.1 nm – 1 nm) to the surface of the sample, the interaction between the tip and the sample surface leads to deflections in the cantilever. These deflections are typically measured using position-sensitive photodiode detectors by recording the position of a laser beam reflected from the top of the cantilever. The output from the detectors creates a micrograph for sample surface topography. The mode of operation can be divided into three categories depending upon the distance between tip and sample surface: contact mode, tapping mode (also known as intermittent mode), and non-contact mode. Each of these modes has its own advantages and disadvantages. Tapping mode has been used for the present work which has the advantage of a nondestructive nature.
3. Materials and Methods

This chapter includes the description of materials – such as coupling agents, nanoparticles, and substrates – and methods used for the preparation of the various surfaces studied in this work.

3.1 Materials

3.1.1 Molecules

The present thesis involves work with five organosilane molecules, namely (3-aminopropyl)triethoxy silane (APTES), 3-glycidoxypropyl trimethoxysilane (GPTMS), (3-mercaptopropyl trimethoxysilane (MPTMS), n-propyltriethoxysilane (PTES), and tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS). APTES and GPTMS serve as coupling agents, whereas the adsorption geometries of APTES, MPTMS, and PTES on rutile TiO$_2$(110) were investigated in detail with the background that PTES and MPTMS have been used as coupling agents in various applications [58,59].

A coupling agent is a material which is capable of forming a chemical linkage at the interface of two dissimilar surfaces and is frequently used to link organic-inorganic interfaces. Organosilane molecules consist of bi-functional groups with silicon at the center and have a generic chemical formula $R_nSiX_{(4-n)}$. The organic functional group (R-epoxy, amino, mercapto etc.) is generally a hydrolytically stable bond that can bind with organic materials, whereas the X functional group (methoxy ethoxy, etc.) hydrolyzes easily and can form a bond between inorganic materials and Si by liberating methanol or ethanol as side product [60]. APTES, with an amino group on an alkyl chain, is a popular agent to immobilize biomolecules such as proteins [61,62], enzymes, antibodies [63], and DNA useful for biomedical devices [64]. The purpose of APTES was to use its terminal amino group to bind with a photocoupling agent, perfluorophenylazide N-hydroxysuccinimide (PFPA-NHS), through the carboxylic end by liberating the NHS which creates a PFPA termination on the glass slide. The azide of the PFPA can be activated by light, heat, or electrons into a more reactive nitrene group, which can form stable covalent bonds by CH or NH insertion present in organic materials [65]. Immobilization of amine coated MIP nanoparticles on gold surface was achieved using carbodiimide coupling which include 11-mercaptopoundecanoic (MUA) acid as coupling agent between a surface and MIP core-shell nanoparticles. TEOS and tetrakis(dimethylamino)titanium (TDMAT) are used as precursors for the growth of silicon oxide and titanium dioxide, respectively. Figure 3.1 depicts the structures of the organosilanes, MUA, and TDMAT molecules.
Figure 3.1. Chemical structures of (a) APTES, (b) GPTMS, (c) MUA, (d) MPTMS, (e) PTES (f) TEOS, and (g) TDMAT molecules.

3.1.2 Nanoparticles

MIP nanoparticles were used as model nano-objects for demonstrating the potential of the short coupling agent to form a covalent assembly. MIPs are synthetic receptors having selective molecular recognition ability towards a particular template (described in section 1.1). MIP nanoparticles were prepared using precipitation polymerization following a procedure described by Yoshimatsu et al. [66] with propranolol as the template molecule. Propranolol is a non-selective beta blocker used for the treatment of anxiety and hypertension. The non-imprinted polymer nanoparticles were also prepared using the same recipe as for the MIP particles, except that the template was absent. Amine-functionalized core-shell MIP nanoparticles were synthesized by following the procedure reported by Hajizadeh et al. [67] The core consists of a MIP, whereas the shell is made up of amine groups which can react with the epoxide ring of GPTMS used in paper 2 for covalent immobilization.

The gold-loaded reverse micelle nanoparticles (Au-RMNP) were synthesized according to a literature procedure [68] using poly(styrene)_{312}-block-poly(2-vinylpyridine)_{74} (32500-b-7800 gmol⁻¹), obtained from Polymer Source, as the amphiphilic diblock copolymer and a gold to pyridine loading of 0.5. For electrospray a solution with concentration 0.1 mgL⁻¹ of Au-RMNP in toluene:methanol (3:1 V/V) was used, and a small amount of methanol acts as polar solvent which is needed to causes a solvent cone in electrospray deposition.
3.1.3 Substrates

Microscopic glass slides, silicon oxide, and gold coated silicon oxide were used as model supports for the immobilization of MIP nanoparticles. Additionally, fluorine-doped tinoxide (FTO) substrates were used for XPS measurements to avoid potential charging on non-conducting samples. The FTO substrate is a glass substrate with a coating of electrically conductive fluorine-doped tin oxide.

The TiO$_2$(110) surface – the oxide surface of choice in paper 4, 5, 6, and 7 – is one of the most well-studied oxide surfaces. Titanium dioxide has a wide range of applications due to its durability, biocompatibility, and environment adaptability [69]. TiO$_2$ is a wide band gap semiconductor with a band gap of ~3 eV and occurs naturally in three crystal structures: rutile, anatase, and brookite. Rutile TiO$_2$(110) is the most studied surface among all the TiO$_2$ surfaces as it is more stable compared to other low index surfaces [69,70]. The rutile TiO$_2$(110) surface contains of rows of sixfold-coordinated Ti atoms along the [001] direction that alternate with rows of fivefold-coordinated Ti atoms. The rows of the fivefold-coordinated Ti atoms are separated from the rows of the sixfold-coordinated Ti atoms by rows of three-fold coordinated oxygen atoms (cf. Fig. 3.2). The sixfold-coordinated Ti atoms are capped by twofold-coordinated oxygen atoms arranged in bridging positions (the bridging oxygen atoms). The excess charge from dangling bonds is fully compensated by the opposite charges of Ti and O atoms with no dipole moment in the [110] direction [69], and therefore the surface is charge neutral.

![Figure 3.2](image)

Figure 3.2 Ball and stick model for the rutile TiO$_2$(110) surface. Red and dark grey spheres represents O and Ti atoms, respectively.

The valence band is mainly comprised of O 2p states, whereas the conduction band is comprised of Ti 3d orbitals [71]. Surface and bulk defects arise due to the reduction of the TiO$_2$ crystal from Ar$^+$ sputtering and subsequent annealing in the surface preparation process. Bulk defects make TiO$_2$ an n-type semiconductor with donor levels in the band gap [69], which make the surface suitable for techniques like XPS and scanning tunneling...
microscopy where the surface needs to be conductive. The surface defects are mainly due to bridging oxygen vacancies and subsurface defects that include titanium interstitials, which offer active sites to different species for adsorption and dissociation. A defect-induced band gap state exist at ~0.8 eV on the binding energy scale. These defect states normally originate from a decrease in positive charge on the Ti atoms [71] and can be associated with either subsurface Ti interstitials [72,73,74] or bridging oxygen vacancies [75,76,77].

**The RuO₂(110) surface-** The ruthenium dioxide is a metallic conducting oxide with rutile crystal structure (similar to TiO₂). The RuO₂ has potential application in heterogeneous catalysis and electronic industry [78]. The RuO₂(110) surface used in **Paper 8** was prepared by heating the Ru(0001) crystal in the presence of O₂ pressure (5×10⁻² mbar) [79].

### 3.2 Methods

**Paper 1, 2, and 3** involve standard solution-phase based chemical methods to prepare the various surfaces of interest, whereas chemical vapor deposition (CVD) was studied in **paper 4, 5, and 7**. **CVD** is used to surface-deposit thin films with quite good homogeneity, where the vapor phase precursors form the desired deposit by chemical reaction in the vicinity or directly on the substrate surface. CVD can be initiated in three separate ways and is therefore categorized as follows: thermal CVD, plasma assisted CVD, and photo-initiated CVD [80]. It can be further categorized on the basis of working pressures as ultra-high vacuum CVD, low pressure CVD, and ambient pressure CVD. The present work used (near-) ambient pressure (~ 2 mbar) CVD, where the temperature of the substrate was increased gradually from room temperature to 800 K to monitor the real-time growth of silicon oxide. **ALD** is also a thin film deposition method which is very much similar in chemistry to CVD except that the reaction is divided into two halves to form layer by layer deposition [81]. ALD ensures extremely uniform, thin films with controlled thickness. The ALD method was used for the growth of TiO₂ on RuO₂ (**Paper 8**). The CVD and ALD were performed at the APXPS end station at the TEMPO beamline of the French synchrotron radiation facility SOLEIL.

**Electrospray deposition** uses high voltages to generate sprinkle of charged droplets from solution of the desired analyte, which forms fine droplets due to evaporation of solvent and breaks into smaller size by coulomb explosion [82] and get deposited onto the exposed substrate. It is a very useful technique for the deposition of non-volatile molecules in UHV. There is plenty of literature on the working principle of electrospray and on the setup we used for work [83] done in **paper 6**, where gold-loaded block copolymer reverse micelles were deposited on a TiO₂ surface in UHV.
4. Results

This chapter presents a brief summary of the papers included in this thesis.

4.1 Immobilization of MIP Nanoparticles on SiO$_2$ and Gold

To integrate the functional nano-objects with model supports, a short-linkage assembly of coupling agents was designed and studied after each step of the immobilization procedure (paper 1). Figure 3.2 gives an overall schematic for the process followed in paper 1.

![Figure 3.2](image)

Figure 3.2. Schematic of the process used for the immobilization of MIP nanoparticles. Adapted from Paper 1.

In order to maximize the nanoparticle loading, the first goal was to achieve a high density of terminal amines on the glass surface while avoiding the aggregation of silane, which forms at increased concentrations of APTES [84]. Figures 1 and 2 in Paper 1 show the contact angle measurements and fluorescence microscopy images for different concentrations of APTES. They show an increased hydrophobicity and fluorescence with increase in concentration. The optimal APTES concentration was 6% as it gives high fluorescence by reacting with the available amino groups and shows a relatively even distribution with minimum aggregation.

XPS measurements were performed at each step of immobilization. Analysis of the N 1s and C 1s lines (Figure 3.3 (a) and (d)) confirms the attachment of APTES [85]. Contact angle measurements confirm the successful PFPA modification. The water contact angle increased from 60° to 80° upon PFPA modification, reflecting the more hydrophobic nature of the PFPA compared to the APTES. All observed features (Figure 3.3 (b) and (e))
correspond to the expected elemental species for PFPA. For the MIP nanoparticle-modified surface a decrease of the water contact angle to 60º is observed due to the presence of polar COOH groups on the surface of the nanoparticles. Additional confirmation of attachment was verified by measurement of the C 1s and N 1s lines (Figure 3.3 (c) and (f)) and O 1s XP spectra (Figure 5 in Paper 1), where the presence of COOH groups was confirmed both in the O 1s and C 1s spectra. SEM images show very few particles on the reference sample (non-functionalized FTO) as seen from Figure 6 (a) in Paper 1, but there is a high density of immobilized particles once the FTO is functionalized with PFPA (Figure 6 (b) in Paper 1).

The linkage assembly for the MIP nanoparticles is proven to be nondestructive as shown by radioligand binding analysis, where the MIP immobilized surface binds 26.6 fmol of tritium-labeled propranolol compared to no binding in a non-imprinted polymer (NIP) immobilized on the same kind of surface. To initially test the masking capability of the present method, the PFPA-modified surfaces loaded with MIP nanoparticles were covered with a photomask before exposure to UV light. The SEM image in Figure 3.4 indicates

**Figure 3.3.** XPS characterization of the samples, which shows that the different steps of preparation steps depicted in Scheme 1 (Paper 1) have been successful. N1s XP spectra of (a) FTO treated with APTES, (b) FTO treated with APTES followed by attachment of PFPA. (c) FTO treated with APTES followed by attachment of PFPA and immobilization of MIP nanoparticles. C1s XP spectra of (d) FTO treated with APTES, (e) FTO treated with APTES followed by attachment of PFPA. (f) FTO treated with APTES followed by attachment of PFPA and immobilization of MIP. The Figure is adapted from Paper 1.
that the pattern is consistent with the dimensions of the photomask, thus enabling successful nanoparticle pattern creation using this method.

Figure 3.4. SEM image of the MIP immobilized on PFPA functionalized surface which shows the patterns consistent with that of the photomask used at the time of UV light exposure.

The other approach (paper 2) for the covalent immobilization of amine-functionalized MIP core-shell nanoparticles involves the GPTMS as the coupling agent, where the epoxide ring makes a covalent link with the amine group through an epoxide ring opening reaction [86] This approach results in the uniform distribution of MIP core-shell nanoparticles, while, simultaneously, maintaining their functionality. The scheme for the immobilization process is presented in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5. Scheme for the immobilization of MIP core-shell nanoparticles on glass surface. Figure rearranged from Paper 2.

The contact angle (Figure S1 in Paper 2) for the GPTMS functionalized surface exhibits an angle of 55° [87] compared to that of a blank slide with < 5°, which can be traced back
to the fact that GPTMS is more hydrophobic than the blank surface due to the presence of epoxide groups. The peaks in the C 1s XP spectra correspond to hydrocarbon and epoxide for the GPTMS functionalized glass surface, which further verifies the attachment of GPTMS (Figure 3.6). The increase in epoxide peak intensity at grazing emission indicates (Figure 3.6) that the epoxide groups point away from the surface, which is desirable for subsequent immobilization of the amine-functionalized MIP core-shell nanoparticles.

![C 1s XPS spectra comparison](image)

**Figure 3.6.** Comparison of C 1s spectra of Si-Epoxy measured in normal emission (NE, more bulk sensitive) and grazing emission (GE, more surface sensitive) geometries. The Figure is adapted from Paper 2.

The MIP core-shell nanoparticle immobilization on the surface results in a decrease of the contact angle compared to the GPTMS functionalized surface, reflecting the hydrophilic nature of the amine-functionalized MIP surface. The confirmation of immobilization of the amine-functionalized MIP particles is also supported by the AFM topographic and fluorescence microscopy images (Figure 1 (c) and 3(c) in Paper 2). The C 1s, N 1s, and O 1s XP spectra for the MIP core-shell nanoparticles immobilized on the GPTMS surface collectively affirm every feature expected from the structure of the MIP core-shell nanoparticles. To confirm the availability of binding sites after the immobilization process, the MIP-treated surfaces were characterized by radioligand binding studies using radioactivity sensitive photographic films. When brought in close contact with the radioisotope ($^3$H) the film blackens to produce the image. The autoradiography image for MIP immobilized on GPTMS functionalized surface shows a large contrast (compared to the blank Figure 5 (A) in Paper 2), confirming the presence of the template (labeled with $^3$H) and produces large radioactive emission. The nonselective binding of template for the NIP particles immobilized (Figure 5 (C) of Paper 2) on a GPTMS-functionalized surface
also shows some contrast. To verify the selectivity of the template molecules, the competitive compounds (analogous in structure to propranolol) unlabeled free base propranolol, pindolol, and 1-amino-3-(napthalen-1-yloxy) propan-2-ol (ANOP) were tested together with the labeled propranolol. Figure 5 (E) in Paper 2 indicates that the binding of labeled propranolol decreased in the presence of the unlabeled propranolol due to complete similarity in structure, whereas the presence of the other two analogues did not affect the binding significantly (Figure 5 (F) and (G) in Paper 2).

In Paper 3, the methodology for immobilization of amine functionalized MIP-core shell nanoparticles on Au surface was explored and characterized at each step. The carboxylic groups resulting from MUA based SMAs were activated using N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) and 1-ethyl-3-(dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC) molecules. The activated carboxylic groups then bind covalently with amine functionalized core-shell nanoparticles. The reaction steps are summarized in Figure 3.7. The successful functionalization of Au surfaces with SAMs, activation step, and immobilization of MIP particles was confirmed with spectroscopic and microscopic techniques in detail.

**Figure 3.7** Scheme for the immobilization of MIP core-shell nanoparticles on gold surface. Figure rearranged from Paper 3.
4.2 Adsorption of Silane Molecules on the Rutile TiO$_2$(110) Surface

The adsorption of three silane molecules on a rutile TiO$_2$(110) surface, APTES, PTES, and MPTMS, was investigated. All the three molecules were found to bind dissociatively to the surface. In case of APTES (paper 4), this finding is in contrast with the results of Gamble et al. [88], according to who APTES molecularly desorbs at 220-500 K. In the present work (Paper 4), the appearance of the C 1s, N 1s lines and broadening of the Si 2p line (Figure 2 and in Paper 4) confirm the presence of APTES even at room temperature, and STM images further suggest the dissociation of APTES molecules. Both the dissociated ethoxy groups and residue of APTES bind to the surface, as can be seen in Figure 3.8 in Paper 4.

Figure 3.9. STM images (200Å × 200Å) of (a) clean, (b) 8 L, (c) 20 L, and (d) 30 L APTES dosed reduced TiO$_2$(110) at room temperature, where circle and ellipse represents the dissociated ethoxy groups and residue of APTES molecules respectively. $V_{bias} = 2.0$ V, $I = 50$ pA for (a)-(c) and $V_{bias} = 2.0$ V, $I = 30$ pA for (d). Dashed lines represent Ti rows. Adapted from Paper 4.
In Paper 5 angle-dependent XPS measurements suggest that the PTES binds with an alkyl chain pointing towards the surface for half monolayer coverages, whereas the apparent reverse behavior is observed for a monolayer (Figure 3.9(a) and (b)). In the case of MPTMS, the thiol group points away from the surface for a half monolayer coverage as reflected from the C 1s lineshape at two different emission angles (Figure 3.9(c)). The sticking coefficient was found to be larger for PTES compared to MPTMS.

![Figure 3.9](image)

**Figure 3.9.** C 1s XP spectra for PTES/TiO$_2$(110) (a) for 11 L and (b) for 60 L of dose. (c) C 1s spectra for 121 L of MPTMS/ TiO$_2$(110). Adapted from Paper 5.

### 4.3 Gold-loaded Block Copolymer Reverse Micelles on the Rutile TiO$_2$(110) Surface

In Paper 6 the electrospray deposition method was used for deposition of gold-loaded reverse micelle nanoparticles (Au-RMNPs) on a rutile TiO$_2$(110) surface under vacuum. Atomic oxygen and an oxygen plasma were tested to remove the polymer shells from the Au nanoparticles to result a in Au-decorated TiO$_2$ surface useful for various applications. XPS was used to follow the deposition of nanoparticles and removal of the polymer shell. The Au 4f, C 1s, and N 1s XP spectra (Figure 3.10) confirm the deposition of the Au-
RMNPs. Atomic oxygen proved to be slightly more efficient in the removal of the polymer shell in comparison to the otherwise widely used oxygen plasma. The set of experiments shows the potential of the electrospray deposition method to prepare surface-supported nanoparticles in vacuum for further fundamental studies.

Figure 3.10. XP spectra of Au-RMNPs on TiO2(110). (a) Au 4f spectra before and after the oxygen treatment of the first and second preparations. (b) C 1s spectra of both preparations before (black) and after (grey) the polymer shell removal. (c) N 1s spectra of the first preparation before and after removal of the polymer shell. Figure rearranged from Paper 6.

4.4 Growth of Silicon Oxide on the Rutile TiO₂(110) Surface

In Paper 7 TEOS, an organosilane, was used for the CVD growth of silicon oxide on a rutile TiO₂(110) surface. The growth was monitored by APXPS. It is observed that the TEOS molecules at room temperature adsorb dissociatively [89] with respect to the ethoxy chains. An additional surface reaction of the dissociated ethoxy groups leads to formation of carboxylic species, probably acetic acid (cf. the C 1s and O 1s spectra in Figures 3 and 4 in Paper 7). The exposure of the sample to the vapor pressure of TEOS results in a thick multilayer on top of the TiO₂ crystal: the Ti 2p line could not be observed anymore. Further, in a temperature series, in which the sample was annealed to ~800 K in the presence of TEOS (pressure of 2.3× 10⁻⁴ mbar), SiO₂ was generated, monitored by C 1s and Si 2p XPS (Figures 7(a) and (b) in Paper 7). Additional growth of SiO₂ in a second temperature run in the presence of TEOS at a pressure of 2.3× 10⁻⁷ mbar is shown in Figure 3.11.
Figure 3.11. O 1s (a) and (b) Si 2p TDXP spectra for TEOS adsorbed on the silicon oxide layer grown on the TiO$_2$ (110) surface in the first TDXPS experiment. The color scale represents the intensity of peaks. Adapted from Paper 7.

In the O 1s spectra an intermediate species is observed between SiO$_2$ and the support, which is assigned to a of mixed titanium/silicon oxide [90,91]. The SEM images (Figure 3.12) give a clear indication for the change in surface morphology after the growth of SiO$_2$.

Figure 3.12. SEM images of the edge of (a) a clean TiO$_2$(110) crystal and (b) the silicon dioxide layer formed on a TiO$_2$(110) single crystal surface in the second temperature run.

### 4.5 Growth of TiO$_2$ on the RuO$_2$(110) surface

The ALD growth of TiO$_2$ on RuO$_2$(110) was investigated in Paper 8 using APXPS. TDMAT was used as molecular precursor in combination with water and ALD was performed at 110 °C. During the First ALD cycle, the presence low binding energy shoulder in Ti spectra (Fig. 2 (a)) and dimethyl amine and imine species in N 1s spectra (Fig. 3 (a)), in addition to amido species bonded to Ti atom confirms the side reactions of
TDMAT. The second half cycle with water shows a pressure dependence to remove the amido ligand and formation of the alkylammonium cations. The relative amount of nitrogen species for three full ALD cycles is summarized in Figure 3.13. It is clear, that with increase in ALD cycles, fewer byproducts were formed. The resulting interface between TiO$_2$ and RuO$_2$ was found to be distinct, without any intermixing of two materials.

In other experiment, to investigate the effect of temperature on surface species, the TDMAT was dosed clean RuO$_2$ at room temperature, which leads to the formation of multilayer (Figure 8 and 9 in Paper 8). The multilayer desorbs at 40°C and imine species, which was absent at room temperature start to appear after 60 °C and became significant at 110°C. This indicated that heat is required to form the imine species.

![Figure 3.13](image.png)

**Figure 3.13.** The change in the N 1s peak components throughout the ALD half-cycles. The peak areas are normalized to the amine component. The first TDMAT half-cycle was after exposure to 0.1 mbar, the second and third TDMAT half-cycles are at pressures of 0.02 mbar. The first two H$_2$O cycles are at 0.1 mbar, the third is at 0.01 mbar. The data point between the first two half-cycles corresponds to a water pressure of 1 x 10$^{-5}$ mbar. All the ALD cycles were conducted with RuO$_2$ temperature of 110 °C. Adapted from Paper 8.
5. Summary and Future Outlook

The research work presented in the thesis started with the integration of pre-made functional MIP nanoparticles with model surfaces, an initial step towards working nanosensors (paper 1-3). Firstly, the covalent assembly of short coupling agents has been studied, and it has been demonstrated that nano-objects based on organic materials can be immobilized without affecting their functionality. The developed photoconjugation method may also be used to combine unmodified MIPs with other functional materials to prepare new composites for other applications including affinity separation and catalysis. The MIP core-shell nanoparticles immobilized using the epoxide ring opening reaction also preserve their molecular selectively for propranolol and its structural analogues in an aqueous medium. The carbodiimide based coupling chemistry has been used to immobilize the MIP core-shell nanoparticles on a Au surface, which is one of the ideal surfaces for transducers in optical and electrochemical sensing applications. The most important advantage of these methods is that MIP nanoparticles can be immobilized directly on the transducer surfaces, which provides a generic approach to the application of organic MIPs for sensor applications. Given the easy operation in photochemical based immobilization methods and the possibility to create nanoparticle patterns using a suitable photomask, the photochemical immobilization method should be useful for development of different types of MIP-based chemical sensors.

Although silane-based immobilization methods result in the desired surfaces for sensor applications, the aggregation of silane molecules was observed up to some extent. Previously, the silane coupling agents had not been studied extensively in a detailed and controlled fashion in order to understand the adsorption with respect to their available functional groups (R or X), i.e. which terminal group is pointing away from surface (R or X) for further coupling with other functional materials and by which terminal groups silane attach to oxide surfaces. In Papers 4 and 5, CVD-deposited silane layers of APTES, PTES, and MPTMS have been studied which gives insight into adsorption geometries of silane molecules on the rutile TiO$_2$(110) surface. Specifically, in the case of APTES at lower coverage, the amine functional group, which is responsible for further immobilization, points towards the surface. This finding is in contrast to other literature claiming that the amino group points away from the surface. However, a mix of amine groups pointing away and towards the surface has been observed at the high pressure measurements which forms multilayers.

The fundamental understanding of adsorption of silane molecules on surfaces will open the door to further studies of immobilization of nano-objects (biomolecules, dyes and functional structures). Recently, silane-modified (3-mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane) TiO$_2$ nanoparticles have been shown to double the conversion efficiency in DSSCs by
increasing the loading of ruthenium based N3 dye due to the increase in the surface area of the nanoparticles [92]. The study of the ruthenium-based N3 dye on silane modified TiO$_2$ can also establish useful insights regarding the interface. The SAM of silane grown in a controlled fashion can be tested and used in biomedical and semiconductor devices to compare with conventional methods. Silane-based coatings also serve as a protective layer against corrosion of metals, so systematic and controlled UHV measurements of silane molecules on metal surfaces can provide in-depth knowledge of metal-organic interfaces. Clean studies concerned with the effect of various species such as oxygen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, and water vapor can shed some light on the protection mechanism of silane-based protective layers. The study of copper films over silane terminated layers (such as 3-(triethoxysilyl)propionitrile) is also an interesting problem as SAMs are proven to form good diffusion barriers with sizes of < 2nm, which is needed in ultralarge integrated circuits.

An interesting approach to obtaining the high catalytically active surface for CO oxidation was to integrate the Au nanoparticles with physical barriers to avoid sintering on TiO$_2$ surfaces. As an initial step Au-RMNPs were deposited in vacuum for the first time using the electrospray, and atomic oxygen proved to be an efficient method to remove the polymer shell.

The real-time monitoring of CVD growth of SiO$_2$ on TiO$_2$ throws light on the molecular processes during SiO$_2$ formation. The presence of the TEOS vapor changes the surface processes significantly and alter the equilibrium of the surface reaction towards the formation of acetic acid and away from the simple binding of ethoxy groups at room temperature. The presence of an intermediate oxygen species during the CVD process at a temperature of around 600 K was attributed to a mixed titanium/silicon oxide.

The investigations of ALD growth of TiO$_2$ on RuO$_2$ revealed that the side reactions were present prominently during the first half-cycle. No intermixing of components was found between TiO$_2$ and RuO$_2$. The temperature dependent measurements on TDMAT multilayer grown at room temperature, suggest that the heat was required to form the byproduct-imine species.

The present studies can contribute towards the improved understanding of the surface chemical processes which can lead to better protocols for growth of high quality thin films using CVD and ALD.
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